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TLS Landscape Architecture, OBJECT TERRITORIES, and [dhd] Derek Hoeferlin Design 
propose an equitable framework for St. Louis greenways. 
 
The +StL Greenway proposal aims to reinforce and build upon St. Louis’ numerous strengths 
while bridging divisions and stimulating new seeds of growth in parts of the city most in need 
of investment. A layered strategy combines three primary components: Economic Assets, 
Ecological Loops, and Equitable Extensions – the three E’s. Combined, they add value to diverse 
places in the city, instigate opportunities for investing in sites and in communities, create new 
experiences of working landscapes,  and promote equitable access to jobs, institutions, 
education, and public space. 
 
The +StL Greenway will provide connectivity to amplify existing Economic Assets and generate 
additional investment along its route. Ecological Loops form bundled, productive systems for 
water management, remediation, urban biodiversity and human interaction while providing 
figurative demarcation of internal circuits and reflecting neighborhood identities. Equitable 
Extensions will draw investments into neighborhoods most in need and invite residents into the 
central corridor and broader greenway network. Efforts to bridge the North-South divide were 
inspired by working closely with team members Sal Martinez of the North Newstead 
Association and Amanda Colón-Smith of the Dutchtown South Community Corporation. 
 
Connecting Washington University & Forest Park to the Gateway Arch and Mississippi River 
plus Tower Grove Park to Fairground Park, the resultant + figure boldly joins North City and 
South City at the central East-West corridor. To begin to mend divides, the greenway extends 
equally far North and South as it does East and West, forming a robust armature from which 
future projects can build. It is on this armature that a new urban mosaic for St. Louis can grow, 
building on cultural identities, shared ambitions, histories revealed, and a connective, 
productive landscape.  The successful outcomes of these efforts aim to bridge divides and be 
demonstrably diverse, inclusive, and resilient. 
 
Co-led by TLS Landscape Architecture + OBJECT TERRITORIES + [dhd] Derek Hoeferlin 
Design, the team consists of international and local experts in design/planning, 
culture/advocacy, engineering/ecology, and zoning/land-use.  Over half of the team has lived 
or currently resides in St. Louis, lending a uniquely local perspective and strong commitment 
to improve this great city. 
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